BONS BAISERS

IN THE Languor OF THE EVENING, ONLY THE BARE ESSENTIALS REMAIN.
Headpiece (vintage) and bra (Sewn Designs). Opposite: On Marina: Bra (Fleur du Mal) and panties (vintage Donna Karan). On Aliya: Bodysuit (Agent Provocateur).
LOREM IPSUM

PHOTOGRAPHY

Veil (Dilara Findikoglu) and thong (Isa Boulder)

Opposite: Bra and panties (Gucci) and stockings (vintage)
Dress (Defects) and bra and thong (vintage)

Top and dress (Cara Reed)
PHOTOGRAPHY, PHOTOGRAPHY, Bra, garter belt and panties (Fleur du Mal). Artwork (Renata Morales)

Opposite: Bodysuit (Kathryn Bower). Flower arrangement (Bell Jar Botanicals)

For details, see Shopping Guide. Models, Aliya (Elite Toronto) and Marina (Dulcedo Management); makeup, Nicolas Blanchet (Lola Moon and Other Beauty); hair, Rudy Cavalier; editorial producer, Estelle Gervais; set coordinator, Laura Kallus; photographer’s assistant, Laura Kallus; styling assistant, Lindsay Fernlund.